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1. NPC Service There are 4 basic NPCs that accompany you in your quest to the north of the Lands
Between. In addition to narrative quests, they can be approached by first-time players to get to
know the world and battle alongside you. You can invite them as your allies and help them on their
journey by visiting them at friendly towns and resting at inns. The play style is created and ranked
in the ranks, and you can talk with other players while participating in quests. 2. Features ◆ The
ELDEN Legend Players will be able to select one of over 30 races and characters, and experience an
epic drama. Each story will continuously flow between you, your party members, and other users. ◆
Guild Creation Player guilds are supported. You can change the guild’s name and guild rank freely,
set the guild ranking for each member, and set the guild’s rules. In addition, the following items will
be available: - Guild Wars - Guild Battle Rules - Guild Reward System - “Regen” - Guild Level - Guild
Status Page - Guild page displaying guild information ◆ PvP mode PvP mode is supported. Different
levels have been prepared for players on a PvP server. ◆ Social features In addition to battle, you
can interact in the world of the game. You can exchange items, money, equipment, and hair colors
with your guild members. • Complete Event Quest All the activities from the Official Tarnished
Online game is coming to Pocket Legends! - Event Quest Available - Find the Event Mission Featuring a variety of Events such as the new Event Quest in Tarnished Online • Event Quest:
Gathering Up Event Quest: Gathering Up • New Event Quest The successful Rebirth of Nature is
being prepared. • Quest 1: Gathering Up Divided into four parts, this quest will guide you to the
new realm of Aura. • EXP Bonus : 30% Quest Details Name: Gathering Up Difficulty: Advanced
Content: Adventure Quest Parts: 1/4 Perks: None Rewards: Honor, Instant EXP Bonus: A piece of
Grimm’s paw • New Gear New gear is available: -
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Features Key:
Freely create your own character.
Connect with other players online.
Battle against the custom made bosses in events.
Create your own story with a vast world and epic drama with multiple possibilities.
Expand and discover new lands with challenging monsters, and exciting PvP and co-op elements.
Overcome the darkness with the powers of the Tarnished Equation.

DIFFICULTY The difficulty of the game is classified into three levels.
(1) Easy difficulty The game is easy enough that beginners can enjoy it easily
in a short period of time. Monsters are much weaker than those in the previous
game but the number of monsters are higher.
(2) Normal difficulty The number of enemies in the game increases gradually.
However, enemies are quite numerous and they possess great power.
(3) Hard difficulty The game is very hard. Monsters are very strong and large in
number. You might be unable to enter boss battles and struggle with the
enemy throughout the game.
LOVE POINT FEATURES
Freely choose from a large number of character skills to increase your play
ability.
Embark on a campaign to increase the fame of your character.
EXPERIENCE POINTSEarn EXP by slaying monsters and acquire various skills.
Increase your levels to gain new skills in each class and level up to build a
stronger hero.
Create a party to battle various bosses.
Implement your own PvP system to build a strong team.
Etc.
ADDITIONAL STUFF
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• Discover the Lands Between an Unprecedented World.
Explore a vast overworld, filled with dungeons, and enemy waves with
unpredictable difficulty. As you create your own story, the variety of the story
becomes deeper and deeper.
• Battle through highly dynamic online multiplayer battles with other players.
Grow stronger in a diverse universe and climb your way to become an Elderlord
and achieve a sense of accomplishment.
• Win trophies and cash by exceeding your goals.
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